Abstract. A discrete representation of the reconstruction process, consistent with the method of data collection, has been used to derive expressions for the noise power spectrum, autocorrelation function and noise equivalent quanta (NEQ) of a computed tomography (CT) image. These parameters have been expressed in terms of basic scanning factors such as tube current, exposure time, slice width and number of detectors. Each of these factors affects the overall magnitude of the noise power spectrum, but the spatial frequency dependence is also determined by the type of reconstruction filter used in the computer algorithm. The noise power spectrum has been calculated for scanners employing either a ramp or Hanning weighted ramp filter. Predictions made from this theoretical analysis have been compared with experimental measurements made on various CT scanners. Measurements were made of the modulation transfer function (MTF) by techniques which permitted us to deduce the contributions of the algorithmic and non-algorithmic components to the overall MTF. NEQ values have been calculated for a number of CT scanners.
Introduction
Noise is a major limitation on the performance of any radiological imaging system. Consequently, a complete characterisation of image noise is necessary to assess fully the imaging capabilities of computed tomography (CT) scanners. Early workers in this field dealt mainly with statistical descriptions, such as variance and standard deviation on the mean CT number of a uniform test object (Brooks and Di Chiro 1976 , Barrett et a1 1976 , Cheder et a1 1977 .
However, these simple statistical parameters only partially describe image noise. Later authors (Hanson 1979, Faulkner and Moores 1984) investigated image noise as a function of sampling area by drawing noise granularity curves. These curves are a relatively simple method of investigating the properties of the noise power spectrum of a CT scanner and, therefore, its reconstruction filter, without needing Fourier techniques. This earlier work highlighted a problem which was worthy of further investigation. For small sampling apertures corresponding to high spatial frequencies, there was a deviation from the predicted linear variation between noise and square root of sampling area. The general shape of the measured noise granularity curves are also dependent upon the type of reconstruction filter function used. In order to investigate these effects a more sophisticated method, involving noise power spectral analysis of CT images, is required.
Expressions for the noise power spectrum of CT employs a discrete description of image reconstruction which is consistent with the method of data collection used in CT scanners. The noise power spectrum and autocorrelation function have been expressed in terms of certain basic scanning parameters. In particular, the relationship between the noise power spectrum and the reconstruction filter is noted. The value and shape of the reconstruction filter determines the spread of noise variance amongst the various spatial frequencies. Each particular filter function has its own noise characteristics.
In addition, the autocorrelation function and noise power spectrum have been measured for a range of CT scanners. These experimental results have been compared with both the theoretical predictions made here and measurements made by other investigators.
An expression for the noise equivalent quanta ( N E Q ) (Dainty and Shaw 1974) has been derived. Values of NEQ for a range of CT scanners have been estimated and compared with previous work.
Theoretical consideration

Autocorrelation function
A CT scanner uses a computer algorithm to deduce the value of the linear attenuation coefficient of an object at a point from a series of x-ray transmission measurements. It has been assumed in our theoretical analysis that the CT image has been reconstructed using discrete convolution back projections. This discrete representation is consistent with the actual method used to measure the projection data.
Each measured projection or ray sum p ( R ' , n,AO) is sampled over a length A R equal to the width of the detector. The discrete projection data are convolved with a reconstruction filter function g ( R ) to calculate the set of filtered projections. In a polar coordinate system a single filtered projection is given by P'(R', n,AO). Each filtered projection is separated by an angle AB, where this angle is equal to r / m , the number of filtered projections being m. The variance on each filtered projection is caused by photon counting statistics. The following expression for the variance on a single filtered projection may be deduced
where l / N ( R ' , n,AO) is the variance on the projection P(R', n,AO) (Barrett et a1 1976) , N ( R ' , n,AO) is the number of detected photons and L is the number of sample points along a projection. Let the error or uncertainty on the modified projection data be denoted by E{P'(R, n,AO)}, the square root of the variance given in equation (1) (i.e. the standard deviation). The autocorrelation function R(n,Au) of a single filtered projection (or raysum) may be written as R(n,Au)= E{P'(R', n,AB)}E{P'(R'+n,Au, n,AO)} ( 2 )
The autocorrelation length n,Au has been specified in discrete amounts (usually Au is equal to the width of a pixel). The measured projection data are independent. Thus if the beam flattening filters (or wedges) are correctly chosen, then the number of detected photons, measured over AR, will have a constant mean (N).
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It should be noted that the autocorrelation function has been averaged over AR,
Noise power spectrum
The autocorrelation function and the noise power spectrum are a Fourier transform pair ( Wiener-Khintchin theorem). The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function may be determined by applying Parseval's theorem (Champeney 1973) to the right-hand side of equation (3), giving S'(nkAk) = .rr'AR{ G( nkAk)}' m 2 N However, the total noise power spectrum S( nkAk) is made up of equal contributions from S'(nkAk), for each projection, separated by an angle A8 (Hanson 1977) . Hence
where p ( n k A k ) is the spoke density in reciprocal space. It is equal to m / m k A k at a spatial frequency nkAk. After substitution of S ' ( n k h k ) from equation (4) into equation ( 5 ) , the expression for the total noise power spectrum may be written as This equation is the discrete version of that presented by previous authors using an integral approach (Riederer et al 1978 , Hanson 1979 . The number of photons per projection (or raysum) has been previously derived in terms of scanning parameters (Faulkner and Moores 1984) . Thus c( nkhk) = .irL{G(nkAk)}2 nkAkN'ITDME exp (-pd) where N ' is the number of x-ray photons emitted by the x-ray tube per mm2 per mA S , Z is the tube current, T the exposure time, D the slice width, M the number of detectors, E the detection efficiency, p the linear attenuation coefficient of the medium at the mean x-ray photon energy, d the object diameter and L the number of sample points (i.e. pixels) along a projection.
Once the form of the filter function G ( n k A k ) is known, it is possible to evaluate the noise power spectrum S ( n k A k ) . For a linear, stationary imaging process, the output noise power or Wiener spectrum is related to the input noise power spectrum by the following expression Sout(n!aAk nkyAb) = Sin(nkxAh nkyAky){H(nkxAk nky A b ) } ' .
For convenience, the two-dimensional spatial frequency representation has been used. However, the system transfer function of a CT scanner may be split into algorithmic and non-algorithmic contributions . Thus Sou, = Sin{H,,,}'{Hnon-alg}'
In spatial frequency terms, a noise scan represents a truly random input, and the input noise power spectrum Sin will be a constant. In addition, the number of detected photons will be independent of the focal spot and collimators; thus the non-algorithmic transfer function will also be a constant. The output noise power spectrum may be written as
The Wiener-Khintchin theorem may be applied to the left-hand side of equation (10) and the convolution theorem to the right-hand side to deduce the real-space equivalent.
where O ( x , y ) is the CT number at x, y, halg (x, y ) is the point response of the algorithm, and S(0,O) is a delta function at the origin. If the 'sifting' properties of the delta function are employed, then equation
(1 1) may be simplified to O(x, y ) = h,,, (O, 0) . It may therefore be anticipated that there will be a point response at the centre of the reconstruction region for an aligned uniform test object.
Noise equivalent quanta
Previous authors (Wagner et a1 1979 , Hanson 1979 have introduced the concept of NEQ. This quantity, which represents the number of exposure quanta actually employed in the imaging process, is defined as the number of detected photons per unit length, multiplied by the number of projections. The NEQ may be deduced from equations (6) and (7), ie:
It is also possible to derive an equation relating NEQ to the variance, using a previously published expression for variance (Faulkner and Moores 1984) . Thus, for a ramp filter
where u2 is the variance on the linear attenuation coefficient of a single pixel, AR is the pixel width and l / ( 12AR2) is the sum of the terms in the ramp filter function. An extra factor of A R has been introduced to convert NEQ per unit length to that per pixel. Equation (13), which arises from rearrangement, is valid as long as the variance is measured over an area greater than the equivalent sampling aperture of the CT scanner and the noise power spectrum at low spatial frequencies is linear with frequency.
Results and discussion
The noise power spectrum may be calculated from equation (7) for any CT scanner and reconstruction region size, once the type of reconstruction filter is known. Appropriate values (see table 1) for the various technique factors, such as tube current and beam width, must be substituted in this equation. Information on the x-ray tube output was obtained from a catalogue of spectral data (Birch et a1 1979) . It should be noted that tube output data (in photons per mm2 per mA S ) is specified at a distance of 0.75 m. An inverse square law correction is necessary to calculate the noise power spectrum at the isocentre.
Values for the geometric efficiency, number of detectors and focal spot to isocentre distance were obtained from a previously published list of CT scanner features (Zatz 1981) . The overall detection efficiency of the scintillation crystal-photomultiplier tbbe assembly has been taken as the product of the geometrical, the absorption and the absolute conversion efficiencies. An average value of 99% was taken as the absorption efficiency of a sodium iodide scintillation crystal for x-rays generated up to 140 kV, (Haque and Stanley 1981) . The absolute conversion efficiency of a sodium iodide crystal/photomultiplier tube assembly was taken from an earlier publication (Birks 1963) .
Noise power spectra for two scanners using a Hanning weighted ramp filter and one which used an unweighted ramp filter are drawn in figure 1. For clarity in the 
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diagram, the spatial frequencies have been expressed relative to the Nyquist frequency. Scanners with different pixel widths will have different Nyquist frequencies and n k can have a range of values. The shape of these curves are in good agreement with the results of an earlier computer simulation.
It may be deduced from figure 1 that for small sampling apertures, the image noise will be greater with an unweighted ramp filter as the integral under the noise power spectrum equals the variance. This was shown to be the case in previous noise measurements (Faulkner and Moores 1984) . Figure 2 shows the autocorrelation functions calculated from data contained in the central area of noise scans of four CT scanners. In each case the phantom was accurately aligned to the centre of the reconstruction region to minimise artefacts. The autocorrelation function was calculated in both the x and y directioils for each respective row and column in the array of data. Isotropy of the data was assumed and the autocorrelation function was taken as the mean of the separate measurements. It may be seen from figure 2 that all four CT scanners have a small negative correlation at a lag of two pixels (corresponding to nu = 2 ) . The shape of these curves is similar to that of an EM1 Mark 1 scanner (Wagner and Sandrik 1979) . However, these curves are inconsistent with the theoretically predicted autocorrelation functions of an unweighted and a Hanning weighted ramp filter (Riederer et a1 1978) .
It may be shown, from equation ( 6 ) , that the noise power spectrum equals a constant multiplied by the spatial frequency and the square of the algorithm modulation transfer function (MTF). The algorithm MTF may be deduced from the Fourier transform of the CT numbers within a central region of the image of a uniform test object such as a water bath. Noise power spectra have been calculated in this manner for four CT scanners and the results are shown in figure 3. As before, the Nyquist frequency is determined by the pixel width employed by each respective scanner. The slope of these curves has been normalised to unity at low spatial frequencies. Smoothing has also been applied. The noise power spectra of an EM1 CT5005 and an EM1 CT7070 scanner are similar in shape (see figure 3) . Both curves have a linear low frequency slope, followed by an increase in gradient for intermediate frequencies between 0.25kn and 0.5k, and are similar in shape to the noise power spectrum previously measured on an EM1 CT5005 scanner (Hanson 1979) .
At low spatial frequencies there is a difference between the measured curves presented in figure 3 and those of Riederer er a1 (1978) . These authors' curves have a finite value at zero spatial frequency since their noise power spectra were obtained with data having non-zero mean. In addition, for low spatial frequencies their curves have slightly higher than anticipated values. Aliasing of the data appears to have x-ray computed tomography images 1349 occurred, which will have been caused by oversampling. A sampling distance of one pixel was used and this is less than the equivalent sampling aperture of both a Hanning filter and the reconstruction filters used in CT scanners (Cheder et a1 1977, Faulkner and Moores 1984) . Equation (1 1 ) predicts a point-like response function at the origin of the image of a uniform test object. This image distribution is produced by the algorithmic transfer function and may be seen in figure 4 for a number of CT scanners. CT the row and column through the central point were investigated. The average of the four pixels nearest to the central point was calculated. This process was repeated for the next set of four points two pixels away from the centre along both the rows and columns (similarly for other distances). For clarity in the diagram, the respective means have been subtracted from each set of data plotted in figure 4. These curves represent one half of the algorithmic point spread function (i. e. h,,,(O, 0) ) centred on the origin for each respective CT scanner. With the exception of the curve for the EM1 CT7070 scanner, each of these curves have similar shapes. The algorithm point spread function for the EM1 CT7070 has a negative lobe at a distance of one pixel rather than two.
Previous authors (Wagner et a1 1979) have shown that the total system transfer function is given by the product of both the algorithmic and non-algorithmic transfer functions. A scan of a uniform object such as a water phantom represents a random input, which will only have algorithmic contributions. However, an image of a wire will have contributions from both the detectors and focal spot. It is therefore possible to deduce the focal spot/detector transfer function by deconvolution. CT scans have been performed on a number of scanners with a Perspex phantom containing a 0.25 mm diameter aluminium wire. The algorithmic and non-algorithmic contributions to the total MTF are shown separately in figure 5 for both EM1 CTlOlO and EM1 Cl7070 scanners. It may be seen from this diagram that the non-algorithmic MTF decreases faster than the algorithmic contribution for both these scanners. This implies that the resolution of the detectors/focal spot is less than the resolution of the reconstruction algorithm. Thus the focal spot/detectors have a tendency to blur out information in the reconstructed image, which will help to reduce the possibility of aliasing. The NEQ for any CT scanner and reconstruction region size may be calculated by substituting appropriate values for the various scanning parameters (see table 1) into equation (12). The calculations were performed using the same detection efficiencies and corrections as previously mentioned. Results of these calculations for the NEQ at the isocentre are shown in table 2 for various translate rotate CT scanners. These data clearly indicate that the NEQ for an EM1 CT5005 scanner in body section mode is much lower than in head sections. This implies that the increase in the total number of x-ray photons due to the increase in scanning parameters is more than offset by the increase in attenuation through a body section. The calculated NEQ for an EM1 Mark 1 scanner is in reasonable agreement with an earlier measurement (Wagner et a1 1979) . However, the NEQ for an EM1 CT5005 head scan disagrees with Hanson's measurement (1979) . This discrepancy arises from a difference in CT scanning parameters used.
Conclusion
Simple statistical parameters, such as standard deviation and noise granularity, may be employed to investigate image noise properties and have the advantage of being relatively easy to calculate. However, noise power spectral analysis must be used to provide a complete description of CT image noise characteristics. Both the overall magnitude of the noise, as well as the form of the algorithmic transfer function, may be deduced from the noise power spectrum.
An important aspect of the work presented here is the spplication of noise power spectral analysis to the assessment of different types of scanning geometry. This analysis indicated that the weighting term of the reconstruction filter G ( n , A k ) determines the distribution of image noise with spatial frequency, whilst the magnitude is inversely proportional to NEQ. Consequently, NEQ, standard deviation and the noise power spectrum are interdependent. Their numerical value will be determined by the technique factors used on a particular scanner. This highlights the importance of detector efficiency in determining noise levels for a given patient dose.
NEQ has a somewhat limited usefulness in the comparison of different scanners, as virtually the same information may be obtained from the standard deviation. We have shown that it is possible to determine NEQ from the measured standard deviation once the type of reconstruction filter is known (see equation 13). However, since the value of NEQ is independent of the reconstruction filter (see equation 12) it may be used to compare scanners when the exact mathematical form of the filter function is unknown but scanning parameters are known.
We have also shown that it is possible to deduce the algorithmic point response merely from the measurement of CT number values at the centre of an aligned uniform phantom. This may be employed to deduce the non-algorithmic point response when measuring in the vicinity of the image of a wire. 
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